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EVERYBODY'S
HOROSCOPE:
TO DIE.
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EDITORIAL

THE FUTURE IS NOW

ON BECOMING THE
MISSING LINK –
HUMANITY'S GUIDE
TO WHAT COMES
AFTER

THE KILLER CLOUD AND THE DEATH OF A MILLION MERCHANTS

Alright kids, hop in the backseat of
the Delorean and let’s take a ride into
the future: a somehow strangely predictable place where everything is
sort of the same but somehow different. Find out how your grandchildren
will struggle in almost the same way
you did and how the shadowy tradition of social inequality will hang over
the heads of billions for generations
to come!
It's a long way off to the future – a
place where individual human consciousness has collectively evolved
to a higher plane, thus eliminating
the need for primitive institutions
like government, police and the tax
office to keep tabs on all of us. There
is a long way to go – we need only to
look at ourselves to see firsthand the
souvenirs of our primitive past. Yes,
we think of ourselves as quite highly
developed, but it only takes a look in
some of the less public places to see
mankind for what it is: a horny herd of
hairy furry beasts, furiously engaged
in mass mating behavior while hoarding more natural resources than we
can ever hope to need. We are the first
prototype to run this upgrade called
‘abstract consciousness’ – we are not
the tweaked model, but the first tryout. Nature’s equivalent of man’s first
steam engine. Dangerous, volatile
and full of destructive energy. Raw
and unrefined – after all, our entire
operating system still runs on two primal forces – the fear of death and the
urge to live, the 0 and 1 of our binary
nature.
Yes, it will take a while before we all
reach that level of humane development that is a prerequisite to the next
step in our evolution. It is a long way
up, and you can be sure that we are
going to stumble and fall a lot of times
before we reach that high peak above
the clouds – the one that will give
all of us our first glimpse of our next
horizon, our next mountain to climb.
The universe is undeniably a piece of
art that evolves over time – and with
us, it has managed to create a new
part of itself that has the potential of
interpreting the big picture it is itself
a part of – maybe even understanding
it. Fear not, my fellow countrymen –
the future is nigh.

When was the last time you rented
a DVD? Go ahead, take your time.
Think about it really hard. Remember
standing between the endless rows
of prepackaged discs. Remember the
discount bins with obscure VHS tapes
– Adam Sandler comedies that never
made it to the big screen. Think about
the face of the guy who sat behind the
counter warming himself on the electric radiator while you and your girlfriend argued over nachos or Cheetos.
Do you remember which movie it was?
The last one we rented was Evil Ed.
For those who are unfamiliar with Evil
Ed, it’s a parody on Evil Dead (which
in itself was a parody on the shocker/
slasher horror flicks of the 70’s and
80’s) about an editor of horror movies
who snaps and goes on a little killing
spree by himself. This must have been
somewhere in either the late 90’s or
early 2000’s. So let’s say it’s anywhere between 11 and 14 years ago.

BITCOINS RULE EVERYTHING AROUND ME
The scenario above puts more money in the hands of fewer people and
makes the rest of us more dependent on the frameworks that the elite
chooses to work with. It also means
that piracy and hacking will steadily
evolve at the same pace – action and
reaction. At the same time, the gradual elimination of cash money from
the global economy and the establishment of one global currency (for
reasons of security, public health and
the principal of ergonomic economics) will add to our dependency on
the system by taking away the paper/
metal independence in your wallet
and replacing it with a credit rating
that is embedded under your skin or
linked to your fingerprint or retina.
Sure, it will be easy to walk into the
supermarket and get everything you
need without having to stand in line
– but what do you think is going to
happen when your credit goes bad?
We predict a surge in black market
activity and trade-based economics –
you might want to consider starting a
small tomato farm in your 2-room city
apartment so you have something to
offer to your neighbor when the well
runs dry. Start thinking of something
that is of actual use in real life because after the system crashes, nobody is going to offer you food and
shelter based on your ability to reblog
stuff.

that what we called democracy until
now wasn’t the real deal. The question remains whether or not the general public can be bothered to make
use of the power that is available to
them – or if we’ll all still be posting
Vines of cats riding cleaning drones.
Democracy – on a philosophical level means the equal representation of all
members of a population and the direct translation of their votes into legislation. The internet will finally make
this concept achievable on a level
that is above the theoretical one: every form of democracy that has come
before was an indirect one – once
every four years, your vote/opinion
is passed on to a representative who
then (in theory) translates it into policy, along with the opinions of literally
millions of others, mixed with official
party lines and watered down by lobbyists. And surprisingly, sociologists
are worried about the public’s sense
of detachment from politics. The only
problem is that we have grown so selfrighteously satisfied with ourselves
and our precious current form of democracy that any calls for change are
hastily dismissed as dangerous pipedreams that might open the doors for
tyranny and oppression (because we
don’t have those right now).

YOUR SHOPPING
CART IS EMPTY
LIFE OF A DRONEJACKER
“Onwards, forever - crawling slowly
into that great promise of the future
that lay folded out before us, full of
promises of better things to come.
Forever bound we were to our present, our pasts dragging us down like
iron shackles, passed down through
generations - now at last we are
blessed with the blessed curse of
complete peace in complete poverty.
Hark! To see so closely the spoils of
battles past, separated from us by
bullet-proof shop windows – with
golden lights reflecting the needy
gaze of those paupers whose credit
has run dry. The mote between the
castle and the people has grown ever
deeper – the barbarians prey on the
outskirts of our villages and the rich
and powerful have sold the poor for a
herd of cattle and a dozen of the kingdom’s finest virgins.

MISSING!

when
will be
the end
of now?

NOT SO F.A.Q.

ARE YOU TELLING ME THIS
SUCKER IS NUCLEAR?
WHEN IS ALL THIS GOING TO
END?
HOW SECURE IS YOUR STATE'S
FUTURE?
HOW FAR TO THE NEAREST
GOLDILOCK PLANET?
READ YOUR PALM?
CAN YOU FIX THE FLUX
CAPACITOR?
WHAT DID YOU CONTRIBUTE
FOR A BRIGHTER FUTURE?
DOES THE CLOUD HAVE A
SILVER LINING?
WHEN SHALL THE MEEK
INHERIT THE EARTH?
WHO DOES THE FUTURE
BELONG TO?
HOW IS LIFE ON KEPLER-62E
TREATING YOU?
WHEN WILL BE THE END
OF NOW?

Open Letter To
The Youth Of
Our Nation

Young people of America, awake from
your slumber of indolence and harken the call of the future! Do you realise
you are rapidly becoming a doomed
generation? Do you realise that the
fate of the world and of generations
to come rests on your shoulders? Do
you realise that at any time you may
be called on to protect your country
and the freedom of the world from
the creeping scourge of communism?
How can you possibly laugh in the
face of the disasters which face us all
from all sides? Oh ignorant youth, the
world is not a joyous place. The time
has come for you to dispense with
the frivolous pleasures of childhood
and get down to honest toil until you
are sixty-five. Then and only then can
you relax and collect your social security and live happily until the time
of your death. Also your insolent attitude disturbs me greatly. You have
the nerve to say that you have never
known what it is like to live in a secure
and peaceful world; you say that the
present generation has balled things
up to the extent that we now face a war
so terrible that the very thought of it
makes hardened veterans shudder;
you say it is our fault that World War
ll was fought in vein; you say that it is
impossible to lay plans for the future
until you are sure you have a future.
I say Nonsense! None of these things
matter. If you expect a future you must
carve it out in the face of these things.
You also say that you must wait until
after you have served your time with
the service to settle down. Ridiculous!
It is a man’s duty to pull up stakes and
serve his country at any time, then settle down again.
I say there is no excuse for a feeling
of insecurity on your part;there is no
excuse for juvenile delinquency; there
is no excuse for your attitude except
that you are rotten and lazy! I was
never like that! I worked hard; I saved;
I didn’t run around and stay out late
at night; I carved out my own future
through hard work and virtuous living, and look at me now: a respectful
and successful man.
I warn you, if you don’t start now it will
be too late, and the blame for the end
of the world will be laid at your feet.
Heed my warning, oh depraved and
profligate youth; I say awake, awake,
awake!
Fearfully and disgustedly yours,
John J. Righteous-Hypocrite.
— Hunter S. Thompson, 1955.

Here’s another question: why are
there still video rental stores? Granted, there’s not quite as many as a
few years ago but every town has at
least that one struggling place next
to the bowling alley with the one
grumpy guy behind the counter who
still somehow manages to scrape together a living off the entertainmentrenting habits of a generation that
is slowly going extinct. And with life
expectancies steadily on the rise,
it can be said the holders of these
habits are dying as hard as the habits themselves. But what will happen
to these video stores when those
people stop coming? When your dad
figures out how to use the Piratebay?
When your mom figures out she can
stream every DIY-instructional video
for stuffing homemade teddybears
on Youtube? The cloud is growing bigger everyday and very soon, it is going to start to rain on a lot of people.
Why? Because there is no reason for
Hollywood to give two steaming shits
about that guy at the video store. Why
would they want to deal with a staggering overhead cost (producing the
discs and packaging them, then distributing them across the planet so
they can be bought in stores which
need to be heated from employees
who need to be paid) when it’s way
easier to just put the .avi file on a
server and pay absolutely nothing in
logistics? The biggest joke about that
whole thing is that in the end, after all
those extra costs have been cut and
some poor bastard who used to love
his job at the video store now works
for the post office contemplating either suicide or murder spree, you will
still pay marginally more for the same
product – under the pretext that your
comfort has been increased because
the movie is being streamed straight
into your living room.

The truth is that
data – despite its
ephemeral nature –
is being sold like
it’s oil.

So - while logistics and production
are cut down to an absolute minimum - the price of the final product
remains comparable – nobody complains because nothing really changes in their reality. At the same time,
nobody needs to pay all those guys
who work at all those video stores.
All those truckdrivers who drive those
discs across the corners of the entertainment-loving globe. Where is the
money going? The truth is that data
- despite its ephemeral nature – is
being sold like it’s oil. When they sell
you the data package for your mobile or your home internet connection, they tell you how many Gb are
at your disposal and what it will cost
you when you go over that amount.
They are selling information like it’s
gasoline that needs to be pumped out
of the ground and into the grid. This
illusion runs counter to the concept
of freedom of information that came
with the internet. Yes, the information
is free - but we are going to charge
you through the nose for the envelope that it comes in. It is no coincidence that the mechanism described
here will apply to everything in the
content industry (movies, music, video games,...) which, as you know, is
pretty much the only branch of economy in which Western civilization still
holds the top spot.

These developments can all be seen
as entirely independent, but - for the
sake of paranoia – let’s analyze the
effects that are caused by these shifts
in the economic infrastructure. While
both immediately increase the comfort of the individual within the society, it simultaneously takes away a
great deal of privacy (see POSTRmagazine #12) and individual power while
centralizing more of that power in an
increasingly narrow ivory tower as the
industry streamlines itself into shape.
So while these changes will be introduced to the public under pretenses
of public health, safety and comfort,
they will also help establish a power
structure that is both more streamlined, efficient and wealthy than ever
before. The Panopticon is near.
(OFFICIAL POSTR PREDICTION:
15-20 years)

RISE OF THE PANOPTICON
– FULFILLING THE
PROMISE OF DEMOCRACY

In the past, changes in the political system have more often than not
been catalyzed by technological innovations that add new factors to
the playing field. However, until now
those innovations have been mostly
controlled and used by those on the
side of government or non-governmental political activists. Print, radio
and television are one-way media:
you put a message in one end and it
comes out at the other. There is no
feedback, beyond viewer/reader mail.
The internet is the first medium in its
kind that offers a direct possibility for
accurate mass-feedback. This means
that the idea of a liquid democracy
has become technologically viable:
the reason why it hasn’t been established yet is because of the inherent
reactionary nature of the political system which becomes even more inert
when it comes to reforming itself. At
the same time, any developer worth
his paycheck should be able to develop a perfectly functional voting
app that runs on anything that isn’t
a Nokia 3310. This means that for the
first time in the history of democracy,
there is a decrease in the gap between the public and its government
– the two-way nature of the internet
offers a fix for the deep-rooted feeling of political detachment that has
taken hold among the first world public. Not a surprise considering the fact
that our relationships with our politicians boil down to a single interaction
once every 4 years. In the future (read:
now) votes could be cast on a daily basis which would not only increase the
feeling of participation for citizens
but should also more accurately reflect the views and opinions of those
citizens. Technology has always influenced the political process – incorporating the internet into our democratic system seems like the next logical step, especially when considering

(OFFICIAL POSTR PREDICTION:
30-50 years)

A direct democracy
is only possible
if every voice in
the village can be
counted. Thanks
to the internet,
the world is now
a village – start
counting.
DO NOT PASS GO –
DO NOT COLLECT 100
DOLLARS

Monopoly is a classic family boardgame that is fun for all players involved for about two rounds. The level
of enjoyment you can expect during
the rest of the game is directly related to your luck with the dice in those
first rounds – an unfortunate first few
rolls of the dice will in all likelihood
lead to anger, frustration, weeping &
gnashing of teeth and eventually irremediable rifts in the family community. Geopolitics on Earth right now
are like the last rounds in a game of
Monopoly – pretty much everybody is
either pissed off, broke or in jail while
the majority of wealth and profitable
resources are in the hands of those
who were lucky enough to roll a few
straight 6’s and now own all the railroads. The bottom line of this story
is that the game is almost up: all the
good spots have been taken, sold,
stolen and depleted. There’s no more
money to make cos there’s nobody
left to take it from. All everybody can
think of is a new game and a clean
board. In terms of reality that means
that the game of Geopolitics is up –
it’s time to look for a new board. And
in case you hadn’t noticed – they’re
out there looking. Or did you think we
are shooting $2.5 billion telescopes
into the void of outer space so everybody here can have a nice background
on their computer desktop?
The policies that we choose when
we set out beyond our first home will
give mankind a chance to apply everything it has learned onto a clean slate.
Imagine Columbus finding America
with all of today’s technology and no
Native Americans to eradicate. No historic baggage, no borders, no Queen
back home asking about the money
you owe her, no Holy Hill or Sacred
Tree Branch. Then imagine the profit
margins that go with being the only
one who is technologically capable of
reaching this brand new board of Monopoly. Now tell me why we need to
go to war ever again.

One day, in a future not as far as you
would think - the meek shall indeed
inherit the Earth; but only when the
last drop has been drilled and the
last Ark sails away to a new home beyond the stars. Those who have been
stepped on and walked over throughout time will inherit a place ridden
with despair and disease. A boiling
vat of life turned toxic, slushing over
with radiated waiter and saturated
with micro polymers tougher than the
most resilient bacteria.
Oh yes - You will see the true face
of your civilization when the Great
Exodus comes. When the Ark finally
leaves this place that is doomed by
the science you worship, those left behind will become that missing link between Man and what comes after. Until our dying sun burns away any proof
we ever existed and we will be erased
from history.”
Verbatim transcript from Joshua
Meindorff (alias Neo-Noah /
DOB ˚February 25th, 2011 - date
unknown)’s telepathic pirate
broadcast, emitted on 25/12/2034
- “EXODUS! NOW” available for
screening in NuTerraGOV public
archives (security level 5 required)

Sarah Wellington urging passersby to
reclaim the future for the We Will Not Be
Silent project in Brooklyn, NY.

WORLD CUP FINALISTS
DISGRACED IN
CYBERNETICS SCANDAL

At least 5 starting players in World
Cup Final accused of using nanotech implants; unknown number of
athletes and disciplines currently
under investigation.

After a festive opening ceremony, the
3013 Winter Olympics are threatening
to become a publicity scandal for the
entire world of sports, with participants from at least 24 nations already
named in this debacle.

(OFFICIAL POSTR PREDICTION:
75-100 years)

Eexcerpt taken from Metro/global edition - published on July 30, 2054 AD.

sive research and repeated attempts
to reach the Icarus, the conclusion is
horrifying and the casualty counter
stands at an unlikely 156 dead – a
death toll that makes this the largest human disaster in the history of
space exploration. The casualties include two division of bio-engineers
and physicists as well as a number of
security consultants. The exact technical details behind the tragedy have
not yet been made available - due to
a volatile legal mix of global security,
technological patents and conflicting
versions - but initial reports confirm
that at least 156 out of the 300 pas-

sengers aboard the Icarus I became
victims of a malfunctioning piece
of cryogenic hardware as early as 3
weeks ago. The story might become
a career-killer for Global Democratic President Malik Garronche - who
earned his election on the exopolitical ticket, promising unprecedented
economic growth as a result of the
colonization of exo-planet SX-14ED,
popularly known as Eden. After disappointing crop results and civil unrest
on the Mars Colony, this latest mishap might prove to be too much bad
news for Garronche’s administration
to handle.

OPPOSITION SPEAKS WITH OUTRAGE

structural way and according to the
law. The training was very hard and
reasoned from the justice department
of the federal government. That might
sound a bit negative, but it’s just to
prevent you from forgetting about
your civil rights or plain wasting your
future because of naive advice. Some
clairvoyants believe that their word
is the law but the main purpose is to
send you out with information that is
useful. Howver, don’t worry if you see
me write down things, all the information remains strictly confidential. I'm
registered within the National State
Security Service for thirty years, and
the moment I die they will destroy all
my archives in Brussels.”

that don’t know their own civil rights.
So I just give you this as an advice but
I can also see it in my cards.”

The Fool is the spirit in search of experience. He represents the childlike ability to tune into the inner workings of the world. The sun shining behind him represents the divine nature of the Fool's wisdom and exuberance, holy madness or
‘crazy wisdom’. In his hand there is a flower, showing his appreciation of beauty. He is frequently accompanied by a dog, sometimes seen as his animal desires, sometimes as the call of the “real world”, distracting him. He is seemingly
oblivious that he is walking toward a precipice, apparently about to step off. The staff is the offset and complement to the void and this in many traditions represents wisdom and renunciation. The number 0 is a perfect significator for
the Fool as it can become anything when he reaches his destination. Zero plus anything equals the same thing. Zero times anything equals zero. Zero is nothing.
In many esoteric systems of interpretation, the Fool is usually interpreted as the protagonist of a story, and the Major Arcana is the path the Fool takes through the great mysteries of life and the main human archetypes. It may also be a
warning that significant change is coming. Another interpretation of the card is that of taking action where the circumstances are unknown, confronting one's fears, taking risks, and so on.

OUR FUTURE PREDICTED BY NATIONAL
STATE SECURITY

DISASTER IN SPACE:
CRYOGENIC MALFUNCTION KILLS 156 ‘EDEN’
COLONISTS

YOU DIDN’T SEE THAT ONE COMING, DID YOU?
Highly anticipated, confusing and extremely bizarre. Those are only a few
of the words that crossed my mind
while attempting to investigate the
already heavily plowed fields of our
future existence. ‘Go and find the
future’, our publisher had asked me.
Well, at some point I was even convinced that the one way to find out
more about the future is to simply
just wait for it. Until the arrival of this
new dawn on the horizon, I wrecked
new age festivals, snored amphetamine crystals to speed up both the
writing process and my perception of
time and eventually went undercover
to take the inconsiderate step into
the magazine’s very own future, predicted by a National State Security
Service-controlled crystal ball gazer.

gist Walter De Brouwer is about to
astonish the world with his company
Scanadu, releasing a scanner packed
with sensors that enables anyone to
conduct sophisticated physical exams in a snap. Or in other words, a
tool that might replace your doctor.
Everybody wants to know about the
future. Even Stephen Hawking is convinced that sooner or later, mankind
will be able to build some kind of a
spaceship that can travel into the
future, faster than the speed of light.
The managing director of Iran’s Centre
for Strategic Inventions Ali Razeghi

recently registered the Aryayek Time
Traveling Machine. This device should
be able to produce a print-out detailing any individual's life between five
and eight years in advance, after taking readings from the touch of a user.
He also said his machine – which is
about the size of a laptop – can be
used by the Iranian government to
predict military conflicts. Iran is not
planning to launch the prototype just
yet – in case the Chinese will steal the
idea and produce cheap knockoffs of
it by the millions overnight. Sounds
pretty far-fetched but hey, you never

know what the deal is with Iran. The
fact is that the future – predetermined
or otherwise –is already veiled in conspiracy and under accurate control of
secret governmental organizations all
over the world. Something I was soon
to experience myself.

GAZING INTO THE CRYSTAL
BALL OF NATIONAL STATE
SECURITY
Under the guise of an ordinary consult, we tried to approach a renowned

clairvoyant in town to find out more
about the future of this magazine.
Out of a dozen of fortune-tellers we
contacted, only one was able to immediately answer our call, which kind
of disturbed us. After all, they should
have known that we were about to
call, shouldn’t they? It only seemed
to confirm our suspicion as there’s a
lot of fraud in this business. Besides
we at POSTRmagazine are anything
but superstitious. How can we believe
someone who claims to see the future
in a set of tarot cards?

The idea of having POSTRmagazine’s
future predicted by a fortune-teller
was triggered at Full Moon Healing,
a new age festival that took place in
an abandoned concrete factory. So
this sickening journey started with a
bright shining full moon, under which
a couple of hundred attendants tried
to come to an inner state of peace –
engaging in self-healing processes by
means of moody music, enchanting
visuals, group yoga, cartomancy and
fortune-tellers. While encapsulating
only a small part of the whole new age
philosophy, the idea of knowing the
future in advance has inspired and
fascinated people throughout history. Many individuals have claimed
to be great prophets and attempted to predict the future, often with
a remarkable outcome. Everybody
knows Nostradamus or the Prophecy of the Popes, but there are also
dozens of less known examples –
such as the Kremna prophecies, to
name one. Anyway, the festival was
really enjoyable but unfortunately I
ended up so drunk that night, the day
after the festivities felt exactly like the
day itself, which is not quite encouraging if you're looking for the future.
Still it had given me a good impression of the place wherein I might be
forced to search for it.
Of course, future thinking is more
than a combination of vague, parapsychological thoughts and theories
about precognition or second sight.
It's also serious business and highly indispensable in the corporate
world. In December 2012, Raymond
Kurzweil – futurologist and author
of the bestselling The Singularity
Is Near – became Google’s director of engineering. Also in Silicon
Valley, Belgium’s renown futurolo-

DZIA.BE

The jig is up. The cards are on the table and the future of POSTRmagazine is staring us straight in the face. It appaers we are doomed in
every possible way according to the universe and medium D. Wallaert.

More than half of ‘elite planetary colonial settlers’ dead on arrival - Earth
Senate Leader Abigail Kim orders
investigation into ‘lowest bidder’
contractor.

The tragedy was confirmed yesterday
night after early reports remained
vague about the scale of the disaster. But today, after hours of exten-

But don’t worry if
you see me write
things down, all the
information
remains strictly
confidential. I'm
registered within
the National State
Security Service for
thirty years, and
the moment I die
they will destroy
all my archives in
Brussels.

Strangely enough, the clairvoyant –
who told me he has been doing his
job for 23 years already – tried to reassure me as soon as I arrived in his
creepy little office that was stacked
with metaphysical rubbish. “I don't
predict the future in a naive way”,
he started. “I’m simply not allowed
to. I had to take an intense two-yeartraining within the Belgian State
Security Service because there's so
much deception in this paranormal
business. So it’s absolutely not done
to deceive people. Most of my clients
confront me with certain problems or
insecurities that overtake their normal lives. After the 2008 financial
crisis, so many people in the sector
got into trouble that I was forced to
take this training. Since I completed
my military service, it was a direct order from King Albert II of Belgium because the crisis was so strong that my
clients – both famous and common
people – had to be helped in a very

THE DOOMED FUTURE
OF POSTRMAGAZINE

At that point my journalistic curiosity took over so I asked the man more
about his relationship with State
Security. “Back in 2009 I participated
in investigations that were set up by
the service”, he continued. “We were
infiltrated in heavy crime investigations related to drugs or child prostitution. I'm so glad that chapter is
closed now and I'm really not allowed
to tell you anything about it. At the
time the service briefed me that if I’d
leak any of this information to journalists I would be arrested.” What are the
odds? Somehow, the one clairvoyant
we stumbled upon was controlled by
the most secret governmental department in our country. Indeed – after
roughly explaining our situation, the
man tried to overwhelm us with all
kinds of legal information such as
all the possibilities of eID-cards and
that we’re obliged to know our eIDpassword by heart. “I know this information is something completely else
than cartomancy, but state security
obliged me to share this information
just to prevent people to leave here
in a negative atmosphere. I have to
make you aware of the fact that you're
obliged to know your civil rights. You
can’t imagine how many clients I have

Allow me to say that I was somewhat
amazed after hearing this. This guy
was completely controlled by the government, advising all his clients to
walk the path of honesty and legality. Of course there’s nothing wrong
with that, but for one hour straight,
this guy taught me how to live life
according to the government’s structures and laws and warned me that I
was actually doomed as a journalist
because the media industry is really
slacking these days and actually consists of a pool full of sharks and slave
drivers. He didn’t tell me my future,
he told me what I already knew. Still
the man – who had asked me to bring
some pictures of people that were
related to the things I was asking
the future about – eventually made
me pick five cards while I had to concentrate on the magazine. “Just as I
feared”, he started after having our
cards flipped on the table. “The magazine is sickened by financial issues
and there’s absolutely no sign of progression. Although the communication skills are perfect and stable, the
team spirit isn’t what it should be. You
guys are all kind of headstrong, yet
honest. But money is the real malefactor in this project. It’s not even a
break-even situation, you guys just
might even lose money with doing
this.” Back at the office our publisher
would answer that with the words:
“That’s exactly what my accountant
is always saying”. Indeed, there’s a
certain level of truth in the fortuneteller’s future prediction. Strangely
enough, out of 36 cards I picked the
one with a mouse on it, the one that
indicates serious financial issues.
It makes us wonder out loud over at
POSTR HQ: how can our future come
out positive, when we have our downfall and the reasons for it accurately
predicted by State Security? Incredibly but truly, I have it on tape for posterity. Good luck to all.

In a press conference held on the
steps of the Earth Senate in Delhi,
opposition leader Vandar Sharawi
blasted his left-wing counterpart Garronche in a furious display of outrage.
The 67-year old leader of the Global
Conservative Party gesticulated wildly
at the building behind him, accusing
both the president and his electorate of believing in "a geopolitical child's dream borne from naive
science fiction that has now inevitably
turned into a horribly real nightmare" before adding that the presi-

PARROT AR. DRONE 2.0
REWARD 2.5 BTC

Cop drones, death drones, health
drones, blood drones, drug drones,
pizza drones and yeah, even drone
drones. Every time I lose another finger to their blades I think about what
the world was like before they took
control of our skies and lives. And I
only have 6 fingers left, so it's been
awhile.

When the corporation formerly known
as Amazon released that speculative
marketing video depicting a near future that promised rapid door to door
drone delivery, most people laughed
and discounted it as improbable,
ridiculous and even idiotic. It was little more than an attempt to drum up
some public relations hype through
consumerist utopianism. Hyperconvenience, made more hyper, and more
convenient, by a technology most had
only ever associated with extrajudicial assassinations and the war on
terror.
The promise of next-generation transportation systems had too many detractors to count. First and foremost
was the titanic task of orchestrating
the flight paths of rapid, point-topoint airborne delivery. While the
idea of receiving anything you desired
in thirty minutes or less had 3D-printing fanboys salivating, it was at best
an inefficient ideal, and at worst a infrastructure nightmare where random
decapitations would become the new
normal. And what about birds? How
much would it cost? How often would
the drones falter and come crashing
down into crowd of unsuspecting pedestrians, and who would be liable?
But the naysayers miscalculated how
the next few decades would unfold,
and the instrumental role drones
would play in that unfolding. If the
medium is the message, then the underlying lesson of how drones came
to be more common than mailmen is
one of interconnectivity. Specifically,
how drones can isolate you from the
undesirable while bringing you closer
to your desires.
From my experience, the purpose
of a drone is to extend one's reach
throughout the world without any
increased vulnerability. You still get
whatever you want, but quicker and
with less risk. This was the basic
premise upon which the first drones
were marketed to the public: we can
kill our enemies with impunity without putting a single soldier in harms
way. It’s a win-win, unless you happen
to find yourself on the wrong side of
microwave ray.
Or here’s an example with a more universal flavour: Back in the day when
you wanted to get ahold of some unsanctioned narcotics, you had to deal
with a drug dealer. Drones took the
dealer out of the equation and like
magic you could get packages of black
market pink and purple pills flown to
your window without ever having to
bump fists with a criminal.
As with most technological leaps of
the 21st century, drones were sold to
the public en masse as a green alternative to existing infrastructure. And
it wasn't complete bullshit. It's almost
comical to think that twenty years ago
people thought it made sense to have
some poor underpaid sap hop into a
2,000 pound road vehicle and drive
across town just so you could gorge
yourself on a single pizza and pass
out on the couch to the latest episode
of Celebrity Exorcism: Live.
As far as I can remember it happened
like this – at some point the term
“ecodensity” became an urban planning buzzword that gained a lot of
traction in both politics and real estate marketing. It got swallowed up
because it had this optimistic environmentalist vibe to it, but still allowed
developers to erect giant glass towers
full of housing slots that would sell at
a million bucks a piece. At the same
time everyone was getting all jingois-

dent should not be allowed to ‘pass
Start but should instead go straight
to jail’. The sneer was an obvious
reference to Garronche’s use of the
20th century boardgame ‘Monopoly’
in his campaign for terraforming –
referring to Earth as a board where
all the streets had been bought and
introducing space as a new viable
economic horizon with virtually no
boundaries. Hoewever, with domestic markets dangerously stagnant and
the setback-prone Mars colony still
turning at a loss, the Icarus-disaster
is a new setback for the economic
repair plan of the United Terra Party.

tic about cycling, how it would deliver
us from the looming climate disaster,
which mades roads filled with hulking
automobiles that routinely killed people look like a crude petroleum-era
anachronism. And once the cars were
gone, the drones took over.
There was an uncomfortable adjustment period where every other day
you’d hear a story about some poor
child who got their face slashed open
by a chinese takeout-bot. But those
brand of horror stories subsided soon
after GPS identification cards were
made mandatory for all. And when the
techno-terror aspect of drones began
to slip away and they took on a more
ambivalent tone, your average joe
started to clue into the advantages
therein.
The police were the first to embrace
the emergent tech as it meant they’d
never have to break a sweat again.
Soon enough, a million different applications blossomed and drones became an indispensable accessory of
any modern, moneyed lifestyle. Aside
from all the obvious commercial applications like security and transportation, what really got people hooked
was the way drones allowed them to
do creepy shit they would have never
gotten away with if they had to do it
themselves.
Jealous husbands could buy a custom
tracking drone to keep tabs on their
wives at a fraction of the price of a
private investigator. In a similar vein,
perverts of all sorts could leer about
the city from the comfort of their
soiled bedsheets. But, as any idiot
could have predicted, drones mainly
benefited the rich. Hit a button on
your phone and in ten minutes you've
got a thousand dollar bottle of champagne in your hand or get fresh breakfast sashimi flown straight from the
fisherman to your plate in less time it
takes you take a shower. Bodyguard
drones, personal helicopters, and a
whole bunch of other dumb shit that
those flush with capital use to distinguish themselves from the rest of us
slobs.
This is where I come in, and why my
right hand is little more then a hacked
up flesh knob with a thumb and some
stubs. When governments and banks
finally lost interest in promoting and
supporting hard cash currency, crime
was left to the corporations, cartels
and nerds. The common thug was
squeezed out and left for dead. With
blanket surveillance and everyone
fitted with GPS tags, muggings and
kidnappings became either unworkable or too risky. But drones could be
ripped off if you were stealthy enough
and had the right gear.
Which isn’t to say it’s easy or worthwhile, far from it. These things are
tricky to deal with and demand expert
precision if you want to get away with
your swag without getting chopped to
bits. I’ve seen too many amateurs get
their jugulars split to underestimate
the power of a technology so cold and
ruthless.
And If you want to jack a drone, you
sure as fuck don’t target luxury goods
or anything that has any tangible market value. That shit is for chumps. The
only way to make real money at this
game is to find those drones that wish
to remain invisible. The ones that are
flying with hacked identity profiles,
passed off as a simple food deliveries
but are following unorthodox flight
patterns to buildings that definitely
don’t need any organic milk or artisanal cookies. Because those are the
ones carrying a hard-drive full of data
too important to be sent through even
the most secure transfer system, and
too valuable to be trusted to the human element.
It’s kind of like robbing a train at
random, with a blindfold on. But it
sure as hell beats working in the factory that builds these wretched little
things.

A party spokesperson issued a statement saying that the administration
is ‘reserving its official reaction until
a full-scale investigation has been
conducted’. But with international
tensions flaring high and the search
for the parties responsible in full
progress, it is unclear by which agency the investigation will be conducted.
(continued on page 2)
Excerpt taken from New Terran Times
/ Paneuropean edition - published on
May 5, 2137 AD.

Dirk Wallaert, professional psychic, trained by the Belgian State Security to prevent people
from doing bad things to themselves because of the financial crisis.

EUROPEAN TSUNAMI
REFUGEES DENIED
ACCESS TO MOROCCAN
SOIL
Fleeing families detained in quarantine camps for reasons of ‘social
hygiene’.
In a painfully ironic twist of events,
Spanish and Portugese victims of
class-2 tsunami Salma are being
excluded from emergency help by
the very security measures that were
originally designed to keep their
Moroccan neighbors out. However,
after last week’s tsunami, stricken
families who have traveled hundred of
kilometers to escape the carnage that
has swept away their homes are now
finding themselves trapped on the
wrong side of the bridge that connects
Spain to the African continent. International relations are extremely tense
with the Moroccan administration
pledging ‘immediate and significant
financial and logistic aid’ to the European Union but at the same time
keeping its borders closed. The story has an ironic undertone – no less
than three years ago, the European
Union spent an additional 250m USD
to upgrade the bridge with automated
weapons systems and electrical currents – upgrades that now threaten
to injure or kill the very taxpayers who
voted for them. Eyewitness reports
indicate that a number of refugees
has attempted to make the crossing
with improvised rafts but this remains
unconfirmed as the release of up-todate satellite images is being delayed
by the diplomatic rift between the EU
and the Northern African Union.
Excerpt taken from The NNY Times published on November 13, 2064 AD.
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